THE    TRAIL    BACK
came out of each kuliktak like dust out of an old carpet. Then
we ate.
Next day the storm was over, we were again on the trail, and
except in my notebooks the episode was forgotten.
We were on our way to a seal-camp, and on the trail we
picked up a young Hudson's Bay apprentice named L. The
sight of him gave me, better than anything else could have done,
a true notion of the distance I had come.
You would expect that two white men meeting in the Arctic,
in mid-trail, would fall on each other's necks. But I was no
longer a white man. When that young man hurried forward to
greet me, I stood, to my own amazement, stock-still, almost with
an Eskimo's prudence and timorousness; and what was worse, as
soon as we had exchanged greetings, I turned back to Utak and
Peruanna. They had grown closer to me than my own kind.
When we moved on — there were now three sleds, all bound in
the same direction — I left L. to himself and ran beside my
companions, joking and chatting with them, one of themselves.
I had a great many things to say to my Eskimos, and they to
me: neither of us had anything to say to L., the Kabloona.
What L. said to me did not somehow reach me; it hardly struck
my ear, and what I could understand of it seemed to me incon-
sequent, absurd. But Utak and Peruanna — even when there
were no words, we understood one another, our thoughts were
simultaneously of the same things, of the dogs, the load, the
trail; and in the presence of that stranger, the white man, we
continued to live our life from which he was excluded.
The difference between Him and me was particularly striking
when night fell. Utak built an igloo for the five of us which
seemed to L. so tiny that he gasped. One's first igloo always
looks like that— too small to hold the travellers.
'It's ridiculous!' said L. to me. Tell him we can't all sleep
in that.5
But you cannot tell an Eskimo anything, especially not when
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